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TWENTY FIVE

RURAL COMMUNITIES AND LABOR IN
THE MIDDLE ISLAMIC-PERIOD
SOUTHERN LEVANT

IAN W. N. JONES

In this chapter, I am concerned primarily with the ways labor, production,
and consumption shaped village life in the southern Levant (Fig. 25.1)
during the Middle Islamic period, or the years AD 1000–1400.1 These
issues are not unique to the Middle Islamic period, and where useful
I trace certain continuities or changes between the Early, Middle, and
Late Islamic periods. Archaeological interest in the Middle Islamic period
in general has expanded substantially in the last two decades, however,
and with it the amount of available data on Middle Islamic-period villages.
One need only compare Donald Whitcomb’s (1997) summary of the state
of the field, which covers the Levant in five pages, to Bethany Walker’s
(2010) nearly fifty-page overview of Middle Islamic archaeology in the
southern Levant, and then consider that over half a decade has passed
since the publication of that article to gain a sense of the scale of current
work. Because of this, we now have an excellent picture of how southern
Levantine villages fit into the broader political and economic systems of
the Levant and Egypt. While issues of daily life and the organization of
villages themselves have not been neglected, they are also not as well
understood. I focus on several of these here: the types and division of
rural labor, local involvement in cash cropping, and the socioeconomic
aspects of a common pottery style, Handmade Geometrically Painted
Ware, but begin by addressing the urban–rural divide in the Middle
Islamic period.
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urban and rural sources

Historical sources have allowed for a detailed reconstruction of the organiza-
tion of urban crafts and their place within communities. The Cairo Geniza
documents, dating primarily to the tenth–thirteenth centuries, contain refer-
ences to “about 265 manual occupations” (Goitein 1967: 99), and based on a
wider sample of documents, Maya Shatzmiller (1994: 200) has identified nearly
600 “unique occupations in the Manufacturing sector” for the eighth–fifteenth

25.1. Map of Islamic-period sites mentioned in the text. (Basemap © Esri and its licensors. All
rights reserved. Altered by I. W. N. Jones.)
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centuries. Certain sections of Fustat (Old Cairo) were named after specific crafts,
demonstrating that concentrations of workshops and markets could shape the
social space of the city, but the Geniza documents also demonstrate that specific
crafts and commercial enterprises were not strictly limited to specific quarters,
and craft and residential quarters could bemixed (Goitein 1967: 83–4, 193; 1983:
15). This is particularly true when considering the work of craftswomen in
textile production, which more often than not took place in their homes
(Shatzmiller 1994: 358–9; Rapoport 2007: 22–6). In addition to the socio-
spatial aspects of crafts, the Geniza documents also provide information about
aspects of labor that cannot be determined archaeologically, for example, voca-
tional training (Goitein 1971: 191–2), the concentration of certain occupations
within certain religious groups (Goitein 1967: 100–1), and the nature of craft
and commercial partnerships (Goitein 1967: 164–83), including those between
members of different religions (Goitein 1971: 293–8).

While Fustat is the easiest example to discuss, as the Geniza documents are a
uniquely rich source of information, crafts and industry occupied a similar
space in the cities of the Levant during the Middle Islamic period. In the
Jerusalem Haram documents, mostly dating to the late fourteenth century,
Huda Lutfi (1985: 242–3, 297–304) has identified 31 distinct terms referring to
craftspeople, in addition to others referring to various traders, and 10 quarters
of the city named after professions. As in Fustat, crafts were not segregated to
specific sections of Jerusalem, nor were craft/industrial spaces strictly separated
from residential space (Luz 2014: 98–101). As an archaeological example, Kay
Prag (2017: 268) reinterprets the Middle Islamic-period structure in the
Armenian Garden – originally identified as a khan by A. D. Tushingham
(1985: 108) – as a mixed industrial space, with evidence of both metal smithing
and pottery production. This, along with evidence of blacksmithing at Sites
R.I and S.II to the southeast of the Old City, demonstrates the presence of
craft/industrial quarters near or in residential areas of Jerusalem during both the
Middle and Late Islamic periods (Prag 2017: 85, 128–31, 263).

By contrast, no source like the Cairo Geniza or the Jerusalem Haram
documents exists for the countryside, a lacuna that archaeology can address –
although several caveats must be addressed here. First, this is not to suggest a
clean division between urban and rural. Certainly the Cairo Geniza and
Jerusalem Haram documents describe economic and social connections
between city and countryside. Likewise, particularly in Jordan, these categories
are somewhat difficult to define, and some places are referred to interchange-
ably, even in the same source, as both cities and villages (Walker 2011: 39). The
richly detailed picture of community and daily life in the city painted by the
Cairo Geniza – each of these topics is given a full volume in Shlomo Goitein’s
(1971; 1983) study – is unparalleled for the countryside, but is likewise unpar-
alleled for “urban” sites such as Kerak.
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Second, this is not to suggest that historical sources are of no use in studying
rural life. Walker’s work, in particular, demonstrates that this is not the case,
and that economic and legal documents, as well as chronicles, contain a wealth
of information about the countryside (see especially Walker 2011). The infor-
mation these contain is, perhaps unsurprisingly, primarily political and eco-
nomic. They are quite useful in addressing questions concerning, for example,
land tenure, relationships between local people and the state, and agricultural
policy. If we are instead interested in the quotidian aspects of village life,
however, we are much more reliant on archaeology.

A third caveat that should be kept in mind is variation within regions, as well
as regionalism within the southern Levant as a whole. As an example, excav-
ations at the Mamluk-period village of Khirbat Burin in the eastern Sharon
produced a ceramic assemblage that included, in addition to a wide variety of
local wares, imports from Cyprus, Syria, Italy, and China (Kletter and Stern
2006: 192–7). Walker (2013: 319) rightly argues that these “speak against rural
isolation, at least in this part of the Levant.” Within the region, however,
Italian imports are more common at villages close to Acre, a center of Venetian
trade in this period (see below), and less common at villages farther inland
(Kletter and Stern 2006: 208). On the Kerak Plateau in central Jordan a similar
pattern is evident. Although few sites have been excavated, imported glazed
wares are virtually unknown except at the town of Kerak itself, and even
locally produced glazed wares are uncommon at villages farther than 11 km
from Kerak (Brown 2000: 86–8). While villages were generally not isolated,
the degree to which they were integrated into regional and international trade
systems varied considerably within regions, particularly on the basis of distance
from regional centers. Likewise, the networks to which regional centers
belonged varied. This variation extends to many other aspects of village life,
not all of which can be fully discussed here.

rural life and the division of labor

Most labor in the countryside was agricultural, domestic, or pastoral. This
broad characterization, however, masks considerable variation in economic
strategies and community organization over the course of the Middle Islamic
period. At Khirbat Faris, a fairly typical farming village on the Kerak Plateau,
twelfth-century settlement is characterized by seasonal occupation in
“Transverse Arch” houses with grain storage installations, which are associated
with a semisedentary, mixed agropastoral economy (McQuitty 2007b: 51). In
the fourteenth–sixteenth centuries, this shifted to sedentary settlement in
barrel-vaulted houses without spaces for grain storage, indicating more inten-
sive agricultural production as well as, potentially, control or direct taxation of
surpluses by the Mamluk state (McQuitty 2007a: 163–4; 2007b: 52). This was
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certainly a regionalized phenomenon, and these shifts played out differently in
other parts of the southern Levant. The key point is that even in a single
village, the ratio of pastoral to agricultural labor could vary substantially over
the course of several centuries.

A strictly gendered division between agricultural/pastoral and domestic
labor should also not be assumed. While this is difficult to reconstruct both
archaeologically and historically, Shatzmiller (1994: 348–9) argues that rural
“women, in addition to their domestic tasks, were involved in a very similar
spectrum of agricultural tasks to that of men.” Given the amount of labor
required, both men and women would certainly have participated in harvest-
ing. This was the case, for example, in the twentieth-century Palestinian
village of Baytin, where harvests also served as mixed-gender social events
(Lutfiyya 1966: 31). On a daily level, labor was likely less mixed, but both
women and men probably performed a range of agricultural, pastoral, and
domestic tasks.

In addition to agricultural, domestic, and pastoral labor, some craft specialists
were also present in many village communities. Blacksmiths must have been
among these, as iron agricultural tools would certainly have required repair,
and may have been produced locally. While iron tools themselves are com-
monly found in Middle Islamic villages, published evidence for blacksmithing
is fairly rare. At Khirbat al-Nawafla in Wadi Musa, both agricultural tools and
blacksmithing slag were found (‘Amr et al. 2000: 246), but most other
examples known are either in urban or specialized contexts, for example,
Arabah Expedition Site 224, a blacksmith’s workshop associated with
fourteenth-century repairs to the Egyptian hajj route (Rothenberg 1972:
226–8). Nonetheless, evidence from earlier and later periods – including a
Late Byzantine blacksmith’s workshop at Horvat ‘Ovesh in Upper Galilee
(Aviam and Getzov 1998), fourth–eighth-century smithing at Barsinia in
northern Jordan (Bani-Hani, Abd-Allah, and el-Khouri 2012), and Guy Le
Strange’s (1886: 299) brief description of a workshop operating at al-ʻAluk,
near Jerash, in the late nineteenth century – indicates that these would have
been a common feature of village life. Certain villagers may also have been
part-time craft specialists, including specialist producers of tawabin (bread
ovens). In twentieth-century Baytin, women from one family produced
stoves, tawabin, and beehives (Lutfiyya 1966: 119); however, this is not univer-
sal, and in other villages tawabin were not specialist products (Ebeling and
Rogel 2015: 332).

Spinning and weaving tools have been found at many excavated Middle
Islamic-period village sites, including Khirbat Ka‘kul (Seligman 2006: 46), Jalul
(al-Shqour 2009: 42; Gane, Younker, and Ray 2010: 220), Dhiban (Porter
et al. 2005: 207), and Beidha (Sinibaldi and Tuttle 2011: 445), and at smaller
“urban” sites such as H ̣esban (Platt and Ray 2009). Based on the prevalence of
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spinning in cities – Lutfi (1985: 298) calculates that at least 31 percent of the
women who appear in the Jerusalem Haram documents were spinners, for
example – cloth produced in villages was primarily for domestic consumption.
There may be some exceptions to this, however. Carpets from Shawbak are
mentioned in the Jerusalem Haram documents (Lutfi 1985: 295), but the lack
of evidence for spinning at the site raises the question of whether villages in the
region may have supplied spun rather than raw fibers – primarily wool (see
Vannini, Marcotulli, and Ruschi 2013: 373, n. 30) – for this production.
Indeed, considering that a Mamluk “dye workshop” at the site thought to
be evidence for carpet production is more likely a soap workshop (Vannini,
Marcotulli, and Ruschi 2013: 375–7), it is possible that the carpets themselves
were produced in villages in the region of Shawbak, rather than at the castle.
Regardless, the villages would have been of critical importance in supplying
the raw materials for the urban textile industry. In addition to wool, this also
included cotton, which was grown in the Jordan Valley and regions farther to
the north; by the end of the fourteenth century, it was also being exported in
large quantities to Europe, primarily by Italian traders in Acre (Ashtor 1983: 24,
43, 174, 201, 253–4; Amar 1998: 115). The degree to which rural cloth
production was gendered along the same lines as in cities, with women doing
most of the spinning and men most of the weaving (Lutfi 1985: 298), would be
an interesting subject for further investigation. Based on ethnographic evi-
dence, however, this cannot necessarily be assumed. In twentieth-century
Baytin, sewing was generally done by women, but men did most of the
spinning (Lutfiyya 1966: 117–18).

cash crops and related industries

During the Early Islamic period, agricultural products of the higher plateau
regions, for example, the Balqaʼ in central Jordan and the regions of Jibal and
Sharah in the south, included grains, fruit, olives, vines, honey, sheep, and
goats, while dates, rice, bananas, and indigo could be grown in the Jordan
Valley and the lowlands surrounding the Dead Sea (al-Muqaddasi 1896: 69–72;
Walmsley 2001: 634). Indigo, as a primary cash crop of the Early and earlier
Middle Islamic periods, is perhaps the most relevant here, as its production
linked rural communities that grew it to specialized – primarily male and
probably primarily Jewish (Balfour-Paul 1997: 75–8) – indigo dyers based in
cities and towns in the lowlands: Ariha (Jericho), Baysan (Beth Shean), and
Zughar (Ghawr al-Safi) (al-Muqaddasi 1896: 69). By the late twelfth century,
however, sugar had replaced indigo as the region’s primary cash crop. The
Crusaders, Ayyubids, and Mamluks encouraged, and often mandated, its
cultivation in the Dead Sea lowlands, Jordan Valley, Galilee, and Hula
Valley (Abu Dalu 1995; Stern 1999; Burke 2004; Walker 2010: 145–9; Politis
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2013). Because of the specific requirements of growing sugar, traditional
cropping cycles were disrupted on land that became part of “sugar estates”
(Walker 2008: 82, 84). While these estates could cause conflict between
villagers and local officials, particularly when officials abused their power, this
was generally not the case (Walker 2009: 60). The intensification of sugar
production and expansion of cereal agriculture into more marginal areas may
have had longer-term environmental impacts that affected villagers, as argued
by Sofia Laparidou and Arlene Rosen (2015), although Bernhard Lucke and his
colleagues (2012: 124) argue based on work in northern Jordan that “land
degradation seems merely a modern problem.” Nonetheless, it is clear that
villagers preferred to grow other cash crops, and during the Ottoman period,
sugar was replaced in these regions by cotton, sesame, and indigo (Balfour-Paul
1997: 59–61; Walker 2011: 85).

In its earlier phase – beginning in the later twelfth century in the southern
Levant – the sugar industry would also have required a fairly substantial
amount of copper to make the large cauldrons in which cane juice was boiled,
known in Arabic as dusut (see Sato 2015: 42–3). During the Ayyubid period,
this copper was obtained primarily from the mines in the Feinan region of
southern Jordan.2 Earlier structures were repurposed for copper smelting at
Khirbat Feinan, and a new village was established ca. 7 km to the northwest at
Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir. The spatial layout of the industry, with smelting
concentrated at only two sites, indicates that this was a centralized initiative,
and the artifacts found at Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir, including both common
handmade ceramics and luxury tablewares imported from Damascus, demon-
strate that miners, metallurgists, and Ayyubid administrators all lived together
at the site (Jones, Levy, and Najjar 2012: 89–90). The presence of (currently
unpublished) gaming pieces at Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir suggests that its
residents’ leisure activities may not have been all that different from those
documented in urban settings (see, e.g., Little 1975: 107). This picture stands in
contrast to the copper industry in southern Aravah during the Early Islamic
period, characterized instead by a system of more dispersed smelting camps.
This production was less centralized, and the nature of nearby settlements
suggests the possibility that this work was undertaken by semisedentary
Bedouin (Avner and Magness 1998; Nol 2015; Jones et al. 2017), with little
suggestion of the presence of government administrators.

handmade geometrically painted wares (hmgpw)

Many of the most vexing problems in the archaeology of the Middle Islamic
southern Levant concern the nearly ubiquitous handmade ceramics of the
period, in particular, HMGPW (Fig. 25.2). A key problem has been dating,
which will not be discussed in this chapter except to note that it is commonly
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accepted that HMGPW emerged during the twelfth century and continued to
be produced at least into the sixteenth century (Walker 2010: 123–4). More
relevant here are lingering questions of production, distribution, and
consumption.

Although found in urban contexts, HMGPW generally makes up a much
higher proportion of pottery assemblages in villages (Johns 1998: 69) and has
been called village pottery “par excellence” (François 2002: 162). This has led

25.2. HMGPW jug from Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir. (Photo by L. Trujillo. Courtesy of T. E.
Levy and the University of California, San Diego, Levantine and Cyber-Archaeology Lab.)
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some archaeologists to assume that HMGPW was produced at the village or
even household level by nonspecialist potters. This view, based primarily on
ethnographic descriptions of modern village pottery production in Palestine
and Jordan (e.g., Einsler 1914; Crowfoot 1932; Mershen 1985; see also Brown
2000: 91–2), was challenged 20 years ago by Jeremy Johns (1998: 70–1) and
Eveline van der Steen (1997–8: 124–5). Both point to the homogeneity of
decorative motifs and forms over HGMPW’s wide geographical distribution as
evidence of craft specialization, arguing that it was traded from a relatively
small number of production centers, or, as Johns (1998: 71) suggests, made by
“itinerant” potters. In a recent petrographic study of vessels from northern
Israel, Jerusalem, and H ̣esban, R. Smadar Gabrieli, David Ben-Shlomo,
and Walker (2014) suggest a more complicated scenario involving both
centers of specialist production and local producers. At most
sites, HMGPW from several production centers was present, but in the
northern Upper Galilee, only local HMGPW was found (Gabrieli, Ben-
Shlomo, and Walker 2014: 213–14, 217). This could reflect household-
based production in certain regions (e.g., the Upper Galilee) but may also
indicate that certain villages, towns, and regions were integrated into a
wider range of networks than others, which relied primarily on local
production centers.

Specialization does not rule out village-level production. In his study of
Gamo potters in southern Ethiopia, John Arthur (2014) documents full-time
specialists in villages producing ceramics both for local consumption and sale at
regional markets. Likewise, the production documented by Grace Crowfoot
(1932: 182) was concentrated in specific villages; pots used in Sabastiyya were
made at Kafr al-Labad, and pots used in Jerusalem at al-Jib. It should not,
therefore, be assumed that specialized production – even full-time specializa-
tion – was urban.

The social aspects of the consumption of HMGPW are, likewise, not yet
well understood. Robin Brown (2000: 93–4) pointed out that HMGPW forms
tend to be restricted to serving vessels, which are socially visible, while
handmade “utilitarian” wares are generally simply decorated, if at all. The
decoration reflects, then, the social interactions during which this pottery
would have been used. Economic explanations for the popularity of the ware,
whether framed as an inability of villagers to afford presumably more expensive
wheelmade ceramics or to access these wares to begin with (Brown 2000: 92;
Johns 1998: 80–2), do not hold up when considering excavated sites. As an
example, 65 percent of the sherds from a Mamluk-period cistern fill at Khirbat
Faris were wheelmade, indicating that villagers clearly had access to these wares
(McQuitty et al. 1997: 189, 207, fig. 10). In a study of a different group of
handmade pottery from northeastern Syria, Raffaella Pappalardo (2014: 27)
suggests that, rather than reflecting economic decline, handmade ceramics
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were a “convenient choice made by consumers” for wares that would have
seen daily use. This is a refreshing perspective, as consumer choice has often
been neglected in discussions of HMGPW. This particular argument does not,
however, explain why the geometric motifs on HMGPW vessels remained
essentially the same for four centuries, if not longer. Likewise, it does not
explain the very wide distribution of HMGPWwithin the Levant (Johns 1998:
68), or the fact, noted by Whitcomb (1997: 103, n. 28) and Johns (1998: 73) but
rarely addressed, that similar but clearly distinguishable ceramics emerge at
around the same time in North Africa and much of West and Central Asia.
Whitcomb (1997: 103) suggested based on its distribution that HMGPW
was, initially, “possibly a reaction to [Crusader] occupation” in the Levant
“which continued as a popular symbol through the Mamluk period.”
While this does not entirely explain the patterns described above, it is
very likely that HMGPW, rather than simply being a cheap replacement for
higher-quality glazed wares, is an expression of a specific, perhaps primarily
rural, identity.

conclusion

As archaeological interest in the Middle Islamic period has grown, so has our
knowledge of the ways villages were integrated into political and economic
networks in the southern Levant. Many aspects of daily life in these villages
remain, unfortunately, less clear. Social perspectives have not been neglected,
but considering the inadequacy of purely economic perspectives in explaining
the distribution and longevity of HMGPW, greater consideration of the effects
of villagers’ agency and preferences on archaeologically observable patterns is
required. The examples discussed in this chapter certainly suggest that there is
reason to hope this will be the case moving forward.
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notes

1 This “archaeological periodization” was first proposed by Whitcomb (1992: 386). See
also revisions in Walker and LaBianca 2003: 448, table 1 and Jones, Najjar, and Levy
2014: 175, fig. 12:69.

2 For the political aspects of this industry, see Jones, Najjar, and Levy 2014: 188–95.
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